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Answer Quickly: Try to answer without thinking very long
One thing I never worry about is...
My parents always worry about...
I will never make my kids eat...
If I could go back to school, I would study...
The hardest thing about English is...
Kids used to make fun of me because...
I always made A’s in...
Before I came to the U.S., I worked as a ...
When I’m driving, I don’t like people to...
If someone told me to “settle down”, I would think they meant...

Conversation 1: Read the conversation, correcting the underlined mistakes.
Nancy:I will like to open a checking account. Can you gave me some information about that?

Teller:What will you like to know?

Nancy: Could you tell me if there are a monthly service charge?

Teller:There is no fee. Will you like to open an account for us?

Nancy:Yes, please. I will like to open an account.

Teller:I’ll get a form for you to fill out. You will necessary to have a savings account as well.

Nancy:What interest does I get on my savings balance?

Teller:The bank pay  2% interest on our savings account.

Nancy:Do you requiring a minimum balance?

Teller:You must kept at least $100 in your savings account at all times.

Nancy: How much withdrawals I can make from my savings each month?

Teller:You’re allow three withdrawals without paying any fee. After three withdrawals, there will be a $.25 
charge.

Nancy: Is their a fee for deposits?

Teller: No, you can making as many deposits as you wish.

Question:
Is there a monthly fee for a checking account?
Does Nancy have to open a savings account?
How much must her balance be?
Is there a fee for withdrawals and deposits?

Choose the correct word.



Can you tell me why I have to pay this (service/charge/payment)?
Can you tell me what the interest (rate/percent/deposit) is?
You’re allowed to (withdrawal/pay a penalty/withdraw) whenever you like.
Is there a monthly (checking account/ service charge/deposit)?
We require a minimum (account/money/balance).
Try not to make (a mistake/an errand/a penalty).
I’d like to (receive/open/make) a checking account.
Would you (allow/do/like) to add money to your account?
The interest rate on that account is two and a half (months/balance/percent).
I’d like to know about your (money market/percent/withdrawal) accounts.

The sentences on the right are answers to the questions on the left. Put the correct verb in the 
blank.

Someone has overcharged me. I have  __________________.

Who took this picture? I think it __________ by Charlie.

They shouldn’t allow people to swim here. I agree, swimming _____________.

Is someone repairing my watch? It’s ___________________ right now.

Has a doctor seen you yet? I’ve already ______________ by the doctor.

Has somebody bought the red boots I liked? Yes, they’ve already______________________.

Who invented the light bulb? I think it _____________________by Edison.

Have you paid the baby-sitter? Yes, she’s already _______________________.

Please do your homework. It’s already ____________________.

Why did the company charge me an additional 
$15.00 this month?

________________ a penalty because your last 
payment was overdue.

Discussion Questions:
Have you opened an account with a US bank? Tell about your experience.
Have you gotten a loan in the US? Do you think it is hard to get credit in the US?
Do you know people who have gotten in trouble by charging too many things on their credit card? 
Is it common in your country for people to have a lot of consumer debt?
Is it easy to borrow money for a house in your country? a car?
What things are more expensive in the US? What things are cheaper?


